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mass media TransformaTion in The digiTal age

The boom of the computer industry contributed to the development of the electronics industry, an 
effective network of computer communications in the educational, social, banking and interregional 
telecommunications. Many new ICTs have emerged with the advent of the Internet, which is increasingly 
used in the academic and media field. 

The purpose of the article is to show the transformation of the development of mass media in the era 
of digital technology. Digital technology has not bypassed the sphere of higher education. The Internet, 
new media and new digital technology have revolutionized the educational process of training future 
journalists. Disciplines began to emerge that correspond to the new age of the digital era. Currently, the 
competition between traditional and new media, network media communities has intensified. Increas-
ingly, print and electronic media use digital technologies of new media and social networks themselves 
in their work. A new feature of the media is becoming more and more apparent – as a form of community 
organization evidenced by social networks, WhatsApp, there has been a turn towards digital creativity 
in the media. The digital media environment creates some conditions for meaningful transformations 
of forms and ways of realizing authorship. There is a need to study the nature of changes in journalistic 
activities. The structure of media consumption has changed, and journalistic content has been trsformed 
on the Internet, in a mobile environment.
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бАқ-ты сaндық ғaсырғa aйнaлды ру

Ком пью тер лік ин ду ст рия ның дaмуы элект рон ды ин ду ст рияны дaмы туғa, бі лім бе ру, әлеу мет-
тік, бaнк тік жә не aймaқaрaлық те ле ком му никaциялaрдaғы ком пью тер лік ком му никaциялaрдың 
тиім ді же лі сі не ықпaл ет ті. Ин тер нет тің пaйдa бо луымен aкaде миялық жә не ме диa сaлaлaрындa 
жиі қолдaнылaтын көп те ген жaңa АКТ пaйдa бол ды. 

Мaқaлaның мaқсaты – сaндық тех но ло гиялaр дәуі рін де бұқaрaлық aқпaрaт құрaлдaрын 
дaмы ту дың трaнс формaция сын көр се ту. Сaндық тех но ло гия жоғaры бі лім мен aйнaлыспaды. Ин-
тер нет, жaңa ме диa жә не жaңa сaндық тех но ло гиялaр болaшaқ журнaлис тер ді оқы ту дың оқу 
үде рі сін ре во лю циялaды. Сaндық дәуір дің жaңa дәуірі не сәй кес ке ле тін пән дер пaйдa бол ды. 
Қaзір гі уaқыттa дәс түр лі жә не жaңa ме диa, же лі лік БАҚ қaуымдaсты ғы ның aрaсындa бә се ке лес-
тік кү шейе түс ті. Бaспa жә не элект рон ды БАҚ өз жұ мы сындa сaндық ме диaны жә не әлеу мет-
тік ме диaны жиі пaйдaлaнaды. Бұқaрaлық aқпaрaт құрaлдaры ның жaңa ерек ше лі гі – қоғaмдық 
ұйымдaрдың нысaны ре тін де, WhatsApp әлеу мет тік же лі ле рі нің дә ле лі ре тін де, бұқaрaлық 
aқпaрaт құрaлдaрындa сaндық шығaрмaшы лық пен aйнaлы суғa турa кел ді. Сaндық ме диa 
ортaсы aвтор лық ты жү зе ге aсы ру дың нысaндaры мен тә сіл де рі нің мaңыз ды өз ге руі үшін кей бір 
жaғдaйлaрды жaсaйды. Журнaлис тік қыз мет те гі өз ге ріс тер тaбиғaтын зерт теу мaңыз ды. Ме диa 
тұ ты ну құ ры лы мы өз гер ді, журнaлис тік кон тент Ин тер нет те, мо биль ді ортaдa өз гер ді.

Тү йін  сөз дер: ме диa, трaнс формa ция, сaндық ғaсыр, aқпaрaттық тех но ло гиялaр, журнaлис-
тикa, ин тер нет, рaдио хaбaрлaрын тaрaту.
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Трaнс формaция мaсс-ме диa в циф ро вую эпо ху

Бум ком пью тер ной ин ду ст рии спо со бст вовaл рaзви тию элект рон ной про мыш лен нос ти, эф-
фек тив ной се ти ком пью тер ных ком му никaций в обрaзовaте льной, со циaль ной, бaнковс кой и 
меж ре ги онaль ной те ле ком му никaциях. С появ ле нием Ин тер нетa появи лось мно го но вых ИКТ, 
ко то рые все чaще ис поль зуют ся в aкaде ми чес кой и ме дий ной сфе ре. 

Цель стaтьи – покaзaть трaнс формaцию рaзви тия мaсс-ме диa в эру циф ро вых тех но ло гий. 
Ин формaцион ные тех но ло гии не обош ли сфе ру выс ше го обрaзовa ния. Ин тер нет, но вые ме диa и 
но вые циф ро вые тех но ло гии произ ве ли ре во лю цию в обрaзовaте льном про цес се под го тов ки бу-
ду щих журнaлис тов. Нaчaли появ лять ся дис цип ли ны, соот ве тс твующие но вой циф ро вой эпо хе. 
В нaстоящее вре мя кон ку рен ция меж ду трaди ци он ны ми и но вы ми ме диa, се те вы ми ме диaсооб-
ще ствaми уси лилaсь. Печaтные и элект рон ные СМИ все чaще ис поль зуют в своей рaбо те циф-
ро вые тех но ло гии но вых ме диa и сaмих со циaль ных се тей. Новaя осо бен ность СМИ стaно вит ся 
все бо лее и бо лее оче вид ной кaк формa оргa низaции сооб ще ствa, о чем сви де тель ст вуют со-
циaльные се ти, WhatsApp, произо шел по во рот к циф ро во му твор чест ву в СМИ. Средa циф ро во-
го ме диa создaет не ко то рые ус ло вия для знaчи мых трaнс формaций форм и спо со бов реaлизaции 
aвторс твa. Необ хо ди мо изу чить при ро ду из ме не ний в журнaлистс кой дея тель ности. Ст рук турa 
пот реб ле ния ме диa из ме нилaсь, и журнaлистс кий кон тент трaнс фор ми ровaлся в Ин тер не те, в 
мо биль ной сре де.

Клю че вые словa: средс твa мaссо вой ин формa ции, трaнс формa ция, циф ро вой век, ин-
формaцион ные тех но ло гии, журнaлис тикa, ин тер нет, вещa ние.

Introduction

A new type of modern journalism ‒ digital 
journalism began to develop at the beginning of 
the XXI century, when digital equipment appeared 
and gradually many countries began to pass to 
digital television and radio broadcasting, when they 
actively began to use multimedia technologies in 
order to prepare information materials.

Television and radio channels, newspapers, 
magazines and news agencies have their own 
websites. A third of online publications do not have 
a printed and broadcast prototype. Internet media are 
divided into Internet representations of traditional 
media and the network media itself, which don’t 
have broadcasting and print versions of magazines, 
newspapers and news agencies. The web is a variety 
of information that quickly appears, updated, 
commented. These are messages in the media, in 
social networks, in the blogosphere, on numerous 
sites of various organizations, companies, and firms. 
Here are we can see photos, videos, texts, graphics, 
charts, sound recording, comments.

The purpose of the article is to show the 
transformation of the development of mass media in 
the era of digital technology.

Tasks of the article:
‒ to show the transformation of the information 

space in the world,
‒ reveal the impact of digital technology on the 

media,

‒ change of mass media in Kazakhstan,
– to show the growing role of new media in 

journalism, in education
The object of the research is the mass media, 

which have changed the media development under 
the influence of new digital technologies.

The relevance of the topic is determined by 
the qualitative transition of mass communication 
to a new level of development during the period 
of active introduction of digital technologies in the 
media sphere.

The network publications segment has been 
evolving since the mid-1990s. Since 1995, 
e-journalism has been actively developing in the 
world. In 1996, there were 1,300 online publications 
of printed newspaper format in the USA, and at the 
beginning of the XXI century almost all American 
newspapers and magazines were presented online. 
CNN, an American cable information service, 
launched a website in 1995, and by 2001 created 14 
specialized thematic sites.

In 1996, the BBC began its webcasting, a year 
later, the information site of the “BBC-Online” 
corporation began to operate, later it was called 
BBCi, in the early 21st century, this site became 
popular in europe, it combined text resources and 
the Internet -broadcasting. Internet broadcasting, 
as researcher A.Peskin notes, “opens up great 
prospects for network users: these are offers from 
many television channels (and some can be watched 
only through the Internet), the opportunity to study, 
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thanks to the availability of various educational 
programs, and through of services, you can set up 
your own Internet broadcasting by uploading your 
own video materials to the web ”(Peskin A.,2012).

The Top of e-publications in the “news” category 
in Kazakhstan includes:

1. Tengrinews.kz: ‒ 287,296 hosts, 488,652 
visitors, 3,051,998 views.

2. Zakon.kz: ‒ 185.523 hosts, 276.143 visitors, 
1.449.923 views.

3. RTBCh “Kazakhstan”: ‒ 81.281 hosts, 95.775 
visitors, 349.263 views.

(https://zero.kz/?c=11&sr=kz&pd=86400, 22 
June 2018).

Mobile media is a mobile version of online 
publications and Internet broadcasting, a simplified 
version of sites with the possibility of reading, watching 
videos, listening to audio, graphics, and other mobile 
services. Mobile Internet and its applications provide 
rapid, easy access to operational information: textual, 
audiovisual, graphic, animation, etc.

Convergence has become the main media trend 
in the XX1 century, it means the merging of all types 
and media carriers into one in order to transmit various 
digital content to the user. The term “convergence,” 
according to M. Castells, allows “to open a global 
window of unlimited interactive communication 
possibilities in video-audio and text formats by our 
team” (Kastel’s M.,2004). Another characteristic 
feature of modern convergent journalism is the 
active use of infographics. It is created with the help 
of drawings, photographs, diagrams, paintings and 
other illustrations. Visibility of infographics attracts 
users of the Web, mobile communication, causing 
greater confidence to the received information.

The concept of “convergence” (from the Latin – 
approaching, converging, merging) firstly was used 
by scientists in the socio-political sciences in the 
1950s, in the 1970s ‒ researchers began to use it in 
communication processes. The “convergence” was 
widely spread in the 1990s – early XXI century with 
the rapid development of the Internet.

The convergence of media is a process in the 
modern media industry that began in the second half 
of the 1990s, when media began to adapt to new 
information technologies, explore the Internet and 
create their own website versions on the Internet. 
As the convergent journalism theoretician and 
practitioner Ye.A. Baranova notes, “the process of 
media convergence includes two main stages of 
development”.

Stage 1:
1. Merging through the digitizing the content 

of various media with the Internet platform, which 

allows you to distribute content using two media 
platforms.

2. Merging of previously different types of 
media (print, radio, TV) based on the Internet 
platform, which is achieved by digitizing the content 
and allows you to simultaneously use text, graphic, 
audio and video platforms to present information,

3. Merging by digitizing content not only from 
the Internet, but also from mobile, print media, , 
PDA, e-paper, kindle platforms.

Stage 2:
1. Merging of various media markets on the 

basis of one.
2. With the unification of editors of a site, a site 

with a broadcasting resource ‒ a TV channel or a 
radio station.

3. The unification of the newspaper’s editorial 
board with its online version and applications 
with television and radio studios (photo services, 
advertising services, etc.) (Baranova Ye.A.,2014:53).

As the researcher E.Dudinova notes, along 
with many positive trends in the development of 
the MMC, there are potentially dangerous spheres 
in the development of journalism: “The first is a 
loss in confidence in the media, an increase in fake 
and unverified information, puff piece, information 
wars. The second is the tightening of the working 
conditions of journalists, and the world tendency 
to reduce their level of security and safety. The 
third is the growing dynamics of the competition of 
traditional media and “new” (social networks of the 
Internet media itself), leading to the modification of 
the journalism body itself, the clip structure of texts, 
minimization of analytics, populism ” (Dudinova 
Ye.,2018:6).

Materials and methods
In the article, using the methods of comparative 

nature, the reasons for the change in the media 
environment are revealed, the consequences of 
the transformation of the mass media in the era 
of globalization and digitalization are analyzed. 
The author in the article answers the research 
question posed: “How is the transformation of mass 
communication going on? What influences this 
process?

The sources of the research are works, articles 
of Kazakh and international researchers on 
the communication technologies, information, 
broadcasting industry, new media, digital journalism, 
on the development of the journalism education in 
various countries of the world. The actual material 
of the study is: new articles, textbook, monographs 
about new media, mass communication, statistics 
on broadcasting in the world and in Kazakhstan, 
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articles in the mass media of Kazakhstan on the 
topic of communication development in the country. 
The main research methods are: the principles of 
historical, dialectical, complex and system analysis, 
the basic concepts of the development of television 
broadcasting, the generalization of historical, socio-
political and information phenomena acting as the 
main factors of media market, information industry, 
mass communication processes.

Literature review 
There methods for creating news releases 

has changed, as well as informational messages 
in connection with the Internet appearace. This 
was manifested in the following, as researcher O. 
Lashchuk notes:

1. News materials are created, edited and 
perceived by consumers mainly in electronic form, 
which allows you to use multimedia features:

‒ the combination of different content types,
‒ hypermediacy,
‒ interactivity,
‒ lack of technical restrictions on the amount of 

content,
‒ multiple (secondary) editing.
2. The number of news sources has increased 

rapidly, it became easily accessible (Lashchuk 
O.R.,2015:224).

Scientists A.V. Brushinsky and O.K.Tikhomirov 
emphasize that “the peculiarity of modern 
transmedia-thinking is its specific continuity. 
Thinking is a socially conditioned, inextricably 
linked with speech mental process of self-seeking 
and the discovery by the person of something 
essentially new, i.e. mediated and generalized 
reflection of reality in the course of its analysis and 
synthesis, arising on the basis of practical activity 
from sensory cognition and far beyond its limits 
”(Brushlinskiy A.V., Tikhomirov O.K.,2013:10). 
Thanks to interactivity, hypertextuality and 
multimedia, we can keep a transmedia narration 
on the Internet, in network journalism, which 
contributes to the development of longread.

In the 21st century, new forms of modern 
multimedia journalism, such as the “longread”, 
are emerging. Longread is a format of hypertext 
information in multimedia journalism, its basis on 
such type of speech as a narration, it is a story about 
events, phenomena, unfolded in time and space. The 
question of the longread format firstly was posed in 
2010 in Kevin Moloney’s work “Transferring the 
transmedia storytelling to journalism”. Longread 
researchers note that the text component of Longread 
along with multimedia platforms on the Internet gets 
new forms and makes it possible to characterize 

longread as a new journalism format, and as a 
new genre of convergent journalism, and as a new 
method of delivering information to the mass media.

Over the past decade, the media consumption 
of the Kazakhstan people has changed. On the one 
hand, the globalization of the information space and 
the intensive development of new media platforms 
have significantly expanded the country’s media 
market. On the other hand, we observe multi-
vector changes in the socio-cultural image of the 
media audience. So the older generation prefers 
traditional media, and in particular, television. As 
D.Naysbit writes, “the most significant intrusion 
of technology into life turned out to be television, 
which is much more lively and much more time 
consuming than radio and telephone (Neysbit 
D.,2003:63). Television watching (television 
viewing) is one of the important characteristics of 
the culture of everyday life of a modern person, he 
is preferred especially in the evening hours. Radio 
listen mostly car owners. The younger generation 
(students, schoolchildren) prefers computers, the 
Internet, social networks.

The author of the study was based on the works of 
Kazakhstan (Myssayeva K., Barlybayeva S.,2017), 
Russian (Vartanova E.L.,2002), and foreign 
scientists ( Feldman T.,1997) in the field of new 
media, social media in the world and in Kazakhstan 
(Barlybaeva S., Rahimzhanova G.,2013).

Review and discussion
Currently, the media are actively working 

in social networks, they create their own pages 
there, where they browse news, find new topics for 
materials, new characters for articles, videos, engage 
in promotion, attract the attention of the audience 
and interact with it.

The boom of the computer industry contributed 
to the development of the electronics industry, an 
effective network of computer communications in 
the educational, social, banking and interregional 
telecommunications. Many new ICTs have emerged 
with the advent of the Internet, which is increasingly 
used in the academic and media field. Digital 
technology has not bypassed the sphere of higher 
education.

The Internet, new media and new digital 
technology have revolutionized the educational 
process of training future journalists. Disciplines 
began to emerge that correspond to the new age 
of the digital era, such as: “Digital journalism,“ 
Convergent journalism ”,“ Internet journalism 
”,“ Modern media technologies ”,“ Multimedia 
journalism ”,“ Audiovisual and digital media ”,“ 
Media education ” , «Media Literacy» and others.
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Currently, various trainings, webinars on 
facting, data journalism, etc. are being held. 
Sergey Karpov, a specialist of the Communication 
and Information Department of the UNESCO 
Cluster Office in Almaty, presented round-table 
discussions and conferences to communication 
specialists, teachers, new educational models, 
educational plans, in particular, “ Model curriculum 
in journalism «where were sections dedicated to the 
global academic culture of journalistic education, 
specialized journalism literacy, curriculums on: 
«Gender and journalism,» «Science journalism 
and bioethics», «journalism intercultural dialogue» 
«Data journalism» et al.

In April 2018, an international conference on 
theme “Models of teaching international journalism 
for sustainable development” was held at the Al-
Farabi Kazakh National University at the Faculty 
of Journalism, where experts from the media 
sphere analyzed the current development of modern 
journalism and also spoke about the problems 
of the profession. One of such problems is the 
growing competition between traditional media and 
new media (especially Internet media and social 
networks), leading to changes in the media system, 
the clip structure of texts, minimization of analytics 
and the growth of entertainment material. The 
second problem is an increase in unverified, fake 
information, puff pieces, information wars, which 
leads to declining confidence in mass media. The 
third is decrease in the level of security and safety of 
journalists and toughening their working conditions. 
All these factors affect the public sphere of the 
country. Therefore, the role of journalism faculties 
that educate future communicologists, moderators, 
and correspondents is increasing in connection 
with the listed issues relating to the media space. 
Recently, seminars and trainings were held on the 
topic “Factchecking” in the MediaNet, Internews-
Kazakhstan and at the Faculty of Journalism of the 
Al-Farabi Kazakh National University. Gradually, 
this topical issue becomes a separate discipline, 
which is already being studied by students of 
journalism faculties. Now this subject more than 
ever claimed by students.

Thanks to the digital broadcasting equipment, 
the Barmankulov Teleradiocomplex at the Faculty 
of Journalism of the Al-Farabi Kazakh National 
University allows you to train digital journalism 
specialists who are able to work in multimedia 
mode, both in traditional and in convergent media. 
Many graduates of the journalism faculty work in 
specialized Internet portals, sites, which are growing 
day by day in the country. Some of them become 

SMM-specialists, i.e. social media managers who 
help many companies and organizations to declare 
themselves, present and work in close cooperation 
with the activities of social networks that help 
them find partners, markets, establish various 
contacts. Also they help to reinforce contacts with 
the audience of the media editorial, as well as with 
various organizations, companies to promote their 
products, services, establish contacts, collaborate, 
and inform using social networks that have a huge 
network of users. Hence, we observe the activity of 
SMM-activity, SMM-specialists in the development 
of new communication channels.

A journalist in the modern period becomes 
both a designer, a producer, an operator, a sound 
engineer, a director. He must be able to work with 
a large amount of information, find it, process, 
analyze, find the main idea, be able to use modern 
digital technologies: take pictures, video, record on 
a tape recorder, mount, know oratory, know how to 
communicate with different types of audience, be 
familiar with the literary word, psychologically be 
ready for unforeseen, stressful situations, possess 
knowledge on a certain subject, for example: 
economics, finance, politics, education, health care, 
culture, sports, etc. For example, “Summer School 
on financial journalism” works since August 2016. 
It was organized by the Unified Accumulative 
Pension Fund to help journalists to write on financial 
and economic topics and understand this field, the 
mechanisms of the pension system, and be competent 
in this sphere. In July 2018, the Summer School’s 
theme was dedicated to the 20th anniversary of the 
funded pension system of Kazakhstan for media 
representatives, bloggers and students of journalism 
departments.

The phenomenon of the universal journalist 
was described by David Randall. The combination 
of roles is called “broad specialization.” Let’s 
give an example from a meeting of students at 
the faculty of journalism of the Al-Farabi Kazakh 
National University with Valery Kartun ‒ the 
leading documentary filmmaker, director, producer, 
art historian and teacher . V. Kartun shared a story 
about art journalism, environmental journalism 
and showed his documentary film “Water area of   
common interests”, where he was a scriptwriter and 
producer. And what is interesting, the cameraman 
of this film was from Ust-Kamenogorsk, the 
announcer, the presenter from Tashkent, but the 
screenwriter and the producer from Almaty. The 
main work was carried out through the Internet, 
and the film was created thanks to new information 
technologies, which connected creative people 
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from different cities and countries. To the students’ 
question, “Where does V. Kartun position himself 
more?”, the guest replied that at the present time in 
a multimedia period, a journalist should be able to 
write, shoot, edit, promote and advertise his work, 
therefore he perfectly knows the specific of many 
creative professions, which are combined by the 
modern convergent journalist in the digital age.

There are various directions of activity in 
art, in music, painting, as for journalism there are 
different directions exist, it all depends on the 
goals and objectives that it pursues, to which it 
focuses its activity, the specifics of the work, for 
example: news journalism, authoring, personalized 
journalism, convergent journalism, network 
journalism, citizen journalism, service journalism. 
From the development of these areas in journalism, 
communicators themselves receive a certain 
specialization, that opens new names of journalists: 
multimedia journalists, mobile, backpack 
journalists, Web-reporter, Web-editor. The web 
editor plans, edits and formats articles, controls all 
materials for the network, internet versions, manages 
correspondents, journalists who create content for 
the site, portal. Mobile journalists prepare non-
editorial materials using smartphones, audio, video 
equipment, and cameras. Backpack journalists have 
absorbed the skills of several professions: a video 
operator, director, sound operator. They shoot video 
on a digital camera, prepare photo materials, write 
articles, work with a voice recorder, laptop, mobile 
phone, transfer materials via satellite. A multimedia 
journalist prepares texts in different media formats, 
a multimedia editor and producer is engaged in 
preparing audiovisual material for the site, portal.

Results
Modern achievements in the development of 

the Internet, mobile telephony, cable and satellite 
TV, digital broadcasting are changing the course of 
development of global communications. Changed 
world and information priorities, needs, services and 
the perception of the audience under the influence of 
a new communication environment.

New technological advances of the 
information revolution are complemented by new 
media opportunities: interactivity, multimedia, 
personalization of information, globalization, 
convergence. In connection with these trends, 
requirements for contemporary journalists have 
increased. They must create content for different 
media, be able to write texts competently, interesting 
express their thoughts, be able to argue, persuade, 
communicate with any audience, establish contact 
with future “heroes” of articles and programs, be able 

to prepare materials for different media platforms, 
know modern digital technology in order to mount 
audio and video materials, not only cover various 
topics, but also know well a certain field of activity, 
certain problems, for example, economics, politics, 
finance, culture, health care, sports t, science, and 
others.

Summarizing the systems of training modern 
journalists, Professor of Kazan (Volga Region) 
Federal University Yu.V. Andreeva comes to the 
following conclusions:

1. In the context of globalization and close 
interaction of civilizations, in order to preserve 
professional identity, journalists and public 
institutions need to develop a new understanding of 
the mission of their profession, which will affect the 
adjustment of goals, values, norms of professional 
behavior and ethical standards. This will create the 
foundation for the development of a new professional 
culture of journalists.

2. For effective interaction of international 
communications it is necessary, summing up the rich 
experience of professional training of journalists in 
different countries, develop a single international 
standard of professional culture and, accordingly, a 
single educational standard.

3. training of journalists can be based on 
proven paradigms: knowledge of the centrist, 
competence, humanism in the conditions of their 
complementarities with the use of elements of the 
culturological approach.

4. International political institutions should 
purposefully support the independence of the 
media and the social content of the profession: 
media commercialization should not destroy the 
humanistic ideals of journalism in a democratic 
society (Andreyeva YU.V., 2015:409).

New media in Kazakhstan shows trends that are 
manifested in a sharp increase of information flows, 
the emergence of new independent media, media 
organizations, new members of the information 
process, and Web-publications in the formation 
of new information markets and services. The 
information market in Kazakhstan is experiencing 
rapid growth in the development of digital 
technology.

Conclusion

The digital media environment creates some 
conditions for meaningful transformations of forms 
and ways of realizing authorship. There is a need to 
study the nature of changes in journalistic activities. 
The structure of media consumption has changed, 
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and journalistic content has been transformed on 
the Internet, in a mobile environment. Multimedia, 
convergence and digitalization (transition to a digital 
standard) ‒ the main trends of mass communication 
are firmly established in the practical activities of 
the media.

The world is in the process of transformation of 
the communicative space in the digital age, and the 
influence of them on the basic skills and personal 
qualities of people takes place. Development 
of electronic media is carried out in the era of 
the global digital revolution. Modern advances 
in the field of digital broadcasting change the 

modern journalism, which is becoming digital and 
multimedia.

The information age has changed the professional 
journalistic environment, where important factors of 
development such as intellectual, creative abilities, 
creative approach and skills, possession of new 
digital technologies are very important.

The peculiarity of journalistic activity lies in 
the personal approach of the communicator to the 
reality. The modern information environment makes 
new demands on the preparation of multimedia 
journalists, which correspond to the goals and 
objectives of modern journalism.
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